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ABSTRACT

When we talk over the space fact as a historical process, ,it has begun within 

sheltering  and harboring in basic. The human being who is slowly learning to live as 

a community, has observed the nature with the need of harboring, used the materials 

in the nature, and not contented withy that, he has copied the materials and the form 

in the nature deliberately or undeliberately , or tried to create different forms. And 

the human being has given shape to his living space under the psychological and the 

active role at the forming the variation in cultural, geographical and climatic

elements that dominate design and space fact. In every term, the objects used in 

space have been evaluated in different personel view and the variation becomes 

unavioidable.

Every ones proceeding variation, creating variation in the design procedd of the 

differences consisted in the cognitive process is an awaited result. This variation 

consisted in the cognitive process is also affected from the attempts in the 

technologic and manufacture processes  and form variety is accordingly rising up. In 

this sense, iti is possible to say that the fastly developing science and technology 

affected the design  from design process to construction systems and materials. These 

developments made possible doing the experimental and notional works including 

ideational manifacture during the design editing and the works have concordantly 

been developed. Because of the reasons of variation, various courses of action have 

been constituted to make the complicating editing process easy for the designer. 

Within the variation, the methods in the editing process constitute the topic of the 

thesis study.

importance of this study. The components as cognition, culture and realization which 

are the factors of variation genesis in design process on space editing, are probed. 

According to all of these, the factors composing variation in design and the methods 

in parallel with are researched. Analyzing the methods supplying variation on todays 



space applications; forming the main topics of the thesis; the variation in design, the 

methods and the results supplying variation.

Under the title of variation in design; design, creativeness and the notion of variation 

are defined. The comments and approaches devoted to process and the identification 

in design notion are identified concurringly. Accordingly design; concentrating on 

creativeness, dreaming, editing and visualized, and discussed as an action of 

visualized. The design notion is explained within the components. The elements 

composing the components of creativeness are defined as four sub topics; dead and 

alive elements of environment, culture, memory, perception.

Under the title of variation; definition, the reasons, the need of renewal in design 

"Evolution", the invariability of the variation in design "Pattern" are defined.

Under the title of Evolution, inversion, the ability of Evolution and inequality, 

evolvement, the ability of evolvement are defined and associated with design 

process.

In this context, the methods supplying variation toward the factors in the design 

variation process, the methods supplying variation with natural patterns, the methods 

supplying variation with cultural patterns, the methods supplying variation with 

algorithmic patterns are estipulated and extensive sample research studies are done. 

The analysis charts on the selected samples are examined under the models of 

method-practise. The match-up chart on the sample and method constitutes the final 

part of the study.

Within the realizm of the study in the interior design education and the profession 

buted 


